Bringing science into local newsrooms

Massive Science is the content and media company that gives science a voice. We deliver bleeding-edge science coverage and expertise authored by a growing community of over 1,000 scientists comes from over 500+ institutions, 150+ fields, and 50+ countries. Our audiences love our cutting-edge science news, opinion, translated research and in-depth content that is unrivaled in digital news media.

Massive Science makes accurate, accessible, and entertaining stories about new scientific developments relevant to local audiences. With our network of scientists from institutions across the U.S.—and across the world—we're able to quickly translate new science into stories that matter to your local audience, all in the voice of scientists from your area's universities and research centers.

We offer a range of packages for newsrooms looking to increase their coverage of science and boost their coverage's relevancy, authority, and clarity. We offer discounts on bulk and bundled offerings, and we're happy to customize any our offerings to meet your organization's needs.

Products

• We can create original content for your publication, authored by STEM professionals from Massive's community of trained science communicators, for stories focused specifically on research or science news happening in your area ($500/article)

• We can repackage our content for your local area, including ways to take local action and featuring the voices of local experts ($400/article)

• We can syndicate our existing content to boost your coverage of cutting-edge science that informs and entertains the general public ($350/article)

• We can send your team of reporters executive summaries of exciting advancements or interesting stories in science, along with citations and quotes from our community, to incorporate into your own reporting ($250/summary)

• We can connect your team of reporters with scientific experts in our community to explain concepts, answer questions, and provide sourcing to enhance your science coverage ($100/user/month)